Diskeeper Customer Testimonials
"We upgraded 150 laptops with SSD storage costing around £120 each, which is a
significant investment. I knew from what I had seen the Condusiv software technology
achieve in our virtual server estate that they can almost halve the storage I/O traffic that
disks need to deal with.”
“The Diskeeper software not only prevents the write performance from degrading over time
when using SSD storage, but by eliminating many of the erase/write cycles during write
operations, the useable life of an SSD disk is extended too. If I can increase their longevity by
at least 30%, just by installing a lightweight software application, that's a great way to 'sweat
the assets' for longer and that in turn decreases the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) too.”
“Of course, the 'cherry on top' is that the RAM caching in Diskeeper makes the computers
faster too!"
Noel Reynolds, IT Manager, Lawnswood School

“I have used Diskeeper since it was first introduced, it has always worked well keeping my
drive defragged for the fastest response times for all of my apps. Thank you again for this
fine piece of software.”
Philip Baldwin, NVQB

“I installed Diskeeper and crossed my fingers, hoping it would solve at least some of our
problems. It didn’t just solve some problems, it solved all of our problems. I was calling Sage
support daily then suddenly I wasn’t calling them at all.”
“Diskeeper proactively eliminates fragmentation from occurring in real-time, making it SANfriendly, cloud-friendly and SSD-friendly to solve a problem that otherwise takes manual
intervention and after-hours maintenance to address. Now I’m at home in the evening with my
wife instead of fixing systems outside production hours.”
Rob, IT Manager, Cultech Limited

“File server performance is held new. Especially, the server Backup is speedy compared
to before.”
Maroudo Koizumi, Sohei Electrical Instruments Co., Ltd.
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Diskeeper Customer Testimonials
“A MUST have program. I treat it as an extension to my operating system. Since my first install,
never had issues that I could not overcome. Never needed tech support, etc.”
“IT WORKS! Simple...I don't recall when I first used Diskeeper, I'll go on a limb and say early
1990's.”
Pete Menti, PEMCOMP Systems

“Thanks to Condusiv Diskeeper, disk fragmentation related system degradation is
nonexistent in my networked office systems.”
Warren E Lybarger Sr., CIO, Management Data Systems Inc.

“I've been using DK for a number of years (3 or 4 version in now) and it just works for me. My
HD stays tidy and fast and no longer have to worry about fragmentation and the slowed that
occurs from it. You can just install and forget. Our dev machine is in use almost 24/7 and
having a healthy HD is critical to our overall work efficiency. DK contributes to this in a
tremendous way. Thanks Condusiv!”
Jarrod Davis, Game Developer, dRez Games

“Excellent product. Been a 10 year plus customer.”
William Kulish, President, Kulish Design Co.

“Eliminated slow startups and slowdowns during I/O operations. Older system had become
very slow to boot due to repeated I/O operations, once Diskeeper installed, now much more
responsive with no other changes to system.”
Don Curtis, Home User
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Diskeeper Customer Testimonials
“Everything installed without problems. Upgraded from Diskeeper 16 to 18. Upgraded 30
clients to Diskeeper 18”
“Saves time and money. No more waiting for after duty hours to push installs/upgrades.”
Ricardo Gonzalez, Systems Administrator / Manager, FSED

“It really sped up the systems that I installed it in. And it helped me access the systems
quicker.”
Jason Jones, Network Administrator / Manager, Home User

“I have been using Diskeeper for many years, it is installed as a routine on all servers,
networked clients, SHO and any other computer. It has never presented any problem and has
always demonstrated improved drive performance in both servers and clients. With each new
release Condusiv does not merely provide "window dressing" they actually improve the product
with the objective of making it easier to use, more reliable, more effective and easier to use.”
Mark Sills, Systems Administrator / Manager, Home User
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